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About This Content

The original soundtrack for Organ Quarter.

Locked away in a dusty basement with a computer for 10 months, I was given the task of coming up with a horrifying and yet
beautiful soundtrack for a game project. It was about a strange town, with morbid inhabitants and a horrible curse. With nothing

but a few images to go by, this is what I created. 41 instrumental tracks (1 hour 50 minutes) of ugly/beautiful/surreal
soundscapes and melodies. Perhaps something to take with you on a long ride through a quiet place. For fans of film scores and

strange haunting ambience. I would love to know what you think of it. All contributions go towards future artistic/musical
projects of mine.

Thank you for supporting my work.
I am truly grateful.

- Anadale
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1970's/1980's Horror films

Akira Yamaoka (Silent Hill)

Nobuo Uematsu
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Game reminds me Zelda? Can I say that? In someway but it's same good and original in own gameplay.. AirBuccaneers is a
great game, and has amazing potential for full servers. I’d suggest picking this game up and getting together with a group of
friends big enough to fill a server, then use team tactics, and see which of the teams has better teamwork coordination.

Read my full official review here: http://nerdbacon.com/airbuccaneers-pc/. so funny when you wake up and the letter says it
blows up in ten seconds I am like oh god ran away from letter then at morning rollcall loud a** music came on scared me really
badly

I vote this 100\/100. a smashing good time if you like fast upgrade-able cars, explosions, and running over zombies. I'm usually
not the type of person to leave game reviews, but holy goddamn♥♥♥♥♥♥I enjoyed every minute of this game. Kudos to you
and your team for making such a Metal as ♥♥♥♥ game!. Fun but its not worth 15 box, i should be like 10 or 8
dollar/euro/whatever. played a bit
its alright. 10/10 Best game on Steam hands down
MAKE AMERICA GREAT AGAIN
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It has a long way to go to be really worth anything replay value wise. But for 5 bucks... I really can't complain too much.. good
game from a great team of devs. Very nice, just hate the fact that they got the wrong actors for a lot of the characters. Nice
game for children... too easy for anyone over 12 probably.
It's well done though.. My information might well be of use to you stalker.. I like the idea of this game. The music is great.
However, both tools crudely cut the beards. The rent increases for no apparent reason, even when I haven't moved to a new
shop, and one minute is not enough time for the rising prices.
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